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I built this electric bike to go to work. I stretched out the back section of the triangle partly because I wanted an extra cargo room and partly because I just liked the look. :-) I started with a few curb-recycling bikes that I welded together to make a stretched frame. I used a simple jig (made
from pieces of old exercise bike) to try to keep things mostly straight;-) This show the initial testing of the hub of the engine and controller. I use a 20Ah 48V LiFePO4 battery that is not shown in this photo. The hub of the engine, controller and battery were purchased on EBAY. Notice the
two coasters. I need both because of the stretched frame and the weight of the battery. I am pleased with the performance of the bike. I can withstand a 25 MPH with moderate pedals and I can easily commute 15 miles (each way) to work and the battery still has a backup charge when I get
home. I installed a DC-to-DC converter (from supplier RC Hobby) to create a 6 volt to run headlights and rear lights, so all the electrics on the bike run by a 48V battery. E-bikes can be wonderful things, great for older riders, people with very long commutes or who live in cities with lots of
hills. But there are now so many different species, and there are a few basic questions that just never seem to get an answer or answer. Mike has previously asked e-bike expert Court Paradise to tell us everything you need to know to get started on an electric bike, but I think there are big
questions to be asked. I am not an expert on this issue and I want to go back even further to the first principles. I also look forward to comments from readers with a lot of experience and knowledge. Tweet re-bike tracks/screen captureElectric bikes are often touted as a way to get more
people on bikes and possibly out of cars. But I'm not alone in that the best way to do this is to build a good, safe, divided infrastructure where people can drive without fear. And in order for this infrastructure to be safe for both conventional bikes and electronic bikes, they must play well
together. I'm not sure that most of the electronic bikes we've been showing can do that. Emmo Monster is allowed in the bike path./Promo image So many electronic bikes we have shown have 500 W engines and go 20MPH when the average commuting cyclist goes half that. Where I live,
these monsters are considered electronic bikes, and I was scared to death not a few times jerks on electronic scooters going 20 MPH in the bike path; I know they are a different, particularly annoying creature than a bike, but 20MPH is too fast. In the EU, the de facto standard Electric bike
that can be seen as a bicycle: Cycles with pedal assistance that are equipped with an auxiliary electric motor, having a maximum continuous nominal power of 0.25 kW, from which the output is gradually reduced and finally cut off as the vehicle reaches speeds of 25 km/h (16 mph) or if the
cyclist stops pedaling. It's a tiny engine compared to We see on TreeHugger, slower speed limit and note that they pedelecs where the engine gives help and stops when the cyclist stops, probably without any throttle option. More bikes, fewer motorcycles. On Copenhagenize, Mikael notes
that electronic bikes are involved in a disproportionate number of accidents and injuries. 11% of the cyclists killed were caused by the cyclist being on an electronic bicycle. Going too fast, losing control, motorists are surprised by the speed faster than the average cyclist. Maybe we should
learn from this and slow them down a bit. © Coolpeds Many lower-end electronic bikes like this Coolpeds iBike, the front hub drive. It makes sense; They are the lightest and cheapest to build. But they frighten me; years ago I had a moped, a French Solex with front-wheel drive. They were
known for the death of the machine, with too much weight on the front wheel and a tendency to spin on corners. Obviously a little hub engine ahead is not the same, but they can still be problematic at corners and on wet sidewalk, especially if they are more powerful. © Electricbike.com
There is also the question of the forces applied to the front fork. According to Eric Hicks of Electricbike.com, hub engines put a lot of torque on bike drop outs, more than any bike was designed for. This is a particular problem when running the hub engine at the front, because if your fork
snaps, it can have potentially fatal consequences (think face plant on concrete). There have been electric cyclists who have died this way, so use extreme caution. The more powerful the engine, the greater the danger. This is especially the problem with aluminum bike forks. In addition,
electric motors can sometimes capture; If it happens at high speed on the front node, you can fly. Rear Hub/Lloyd Alter/CC BY 2.0 Rear Hub installations are more complex, due to chain and gear. But they have better traction because of the weight on the wheel. It is considered safer, and
provides a smoother ride. But it's harder to fix the apartment, and if the battery is also in the back there may be a tendency to do wheelies. Lloyd Alter/Bosch Drive/ CC BY 2.0 Then there is a medium drive like this Bosch unit, designed in a bike frame, which is becoming increasingly popular.
I liked it because the bike is designed around it, the center of gravity is very low, it was nice to ride. But Lawrence Clarkberg of Boxybikes tells TreeHugger that he has his own issues, such as more failure points, requires more user skills, and puts a lot of wear on the drive train. The
consensus seems to be that the front hub engines are the easiest and most economical, but keep them small. Lloyd Alter/Brad Bike / CC BY 2.0 I love the look of the Faraday bike upstairs, or Maxwell below, where the batteries are built right into the bike pipes. It's elegant and looks like a
bike. But it's not necessarily practical; In Seattle, Brad rides this bike to Bullitt is the center every day and there are no points in the bike storage room for charging an electronic bike. With a removable battery, he can carry it to his desk and charge it there. I suspect that this is quite common.
Lloyd Alter / CC BY 2.0 In Europe, there is not much choice; Almost every bike is a pedelec where the bike detects either the torque or the cadence of the cyclist pedal. Because it's all about helping, not replacing, pedaling. But North Americans don't seem to get it, and since it's not
legislated, buy bikes with throttles for this motorcycle feel. After using both, I suspect that pedelec is safer (one thing less to think about) and provides a little more exercise since you should pedal. The makers of the boar electric fatbike, shown above when I tested it said TreeHugger: We
decided to stop choking on the new model, although we used one on our first model. Lloyd enjoyed the ride and thought it intuitively. We agree, and that was our goal. We got some additional benefits from losing the throttle: a much cleaner cabin that eliminates 3 wires - 2 for the brake lever
powering the disconnection of wires (required in most jurisdictions) and 1 for the throttle. Lloyd Alter/Troy rank with Maxwell Bike in Buffalo / CC BY 2.0 After all, I think we should learn in Europe where they've been doing it a lot longer. The big heavy thing with a big motor and throttle is no
longer a bike. Many may complain about the 250 watt maximum on the engine (even the wonderful Maxwell, who felt like a bike, had a 300 watt engine). But the European style of e-bike is really a bike with a boost, electric help. This is what is really necessary for people to travel further,
handle steep hills, ride later in life, play beautifully in bike paths. They have to be bikes, or they should be on the road with motorcycles. If you already have a bike, but you want to take advantage of electric drive, such as extending the practical range of riding or increasing your high speed,
you do not have to buy a brand new electric traction. Instead, you can use an effective drive friction module such as Rubbee, which can quickly and easily turn your current bike into an electric bike when you need it, but can also pedal it old school whenever you want. The Rubbee module
connects to the seat of almost any bike and uses rollers made from a special polyurethane mixture to transfer power from its powerful (250W rating, 800W peak power) electric motor to the rear tire. Rubbee Drive uses a revolutionary simple way of attaching electric drive. After the first initial
installation, the drive can be attached and separated in just a few seconds. This allows system to everyone - as long as they have a bike. With an integrated battery of 20,000 mAh (capable of a range of about 15 miles in all-electric drive mode), providing energy, and the steering wheel is
fitted with throttle The amount of electrical assistance, this 14 pound module can be said to have a top speed of about 15 mph on most bikes. Rubbee can be used in free wheel mode (without electrical assistance), in partial assistance mode (pedaling manually while assisted by the device),
or in full-electric mode (no pedaling necessary), so riders can use it as they wish to either extend battery life or speed up their commute. The device is housed in a CNC-machine aircraft class aluminum chassis, and is said to be installed or removed in less than a minute, meaning that
replacing Rubbee with another bike you have a quick and simple process. The Rubbee battery is charged in about two hours and it has an integrated battery control system to ensure that the battery is healthy for thousands of cycles. Rubbee has just finished a successful crowdfunding
campaign on Kickstarter, and although I haven't seen any way to order the module on its website just yet, if you're lucky, Rubbee will be available to order online as soon as the company gets up to the production level. Level. ancheer folding electric bike user manual
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